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2 | A general framework for
validated continuation of
periodic orbits in systems
of polynomial ODEs

2.1 Introduction

A central question in dynamical systems is how the dynamics changes as a
parameter is varied. These problems can be investigated numerically using
powerful tools such as Auto [16], MatCont [15], PyDSTool [11], XPP [17] and
COCO [13]. Indeed, the theory for numerical continuation and bifurcation
analysis is well established, e.g. see [34]. One type of dynamics that is of
particular interest are periodic motions, as they are often encountered in
applications. In this paper we develop a general methodology to turn the
numerical continuation computations of periodic orbits into theorems, i.e.,
we mathematically validate the numerical results by providing and proving
explicit error estimates.

Our analysis builds on earlier work where such computer-assisted proof
methods have been implemented in the context of specific example prob-
lems. For initial value problems rigorous integrators for general systems of
ODEs exist, such as CAPD [8] and COSY [43]. Additionally, CAPD also has
the capability to combine the rigorous integrator with well chosen Poincaré
sections and topological tools to study periodic orbits. Another approach,
which complements these phase space techniques, is to use a functional ana-
lytic setup to turn the search for periodic orbits into a zero finding problem.
We refer to the work by Arioli and Koch (e.g. [1]), as well as the related “radii
polynomial” technique, which has been applied to find periodic solutions in
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specific systems of ODEs arising in a variety of applications [64, 26, 40].
The functional analytic approach is particularly convenient for continuation
problems. In the radii polynomial setting this was first introduced in [65, 5],
and further explored in [21, 70, 37], see also [75] for a closely related per-
spective on computer-assisted continuation and bifurcation proofs. In the
current paper we adopt the radii polynomial methodology within the func-
tional analytic framework and develop it into a universal mathematically
rigorous continuation tool for periodic orbits.

Whereas the efforts discussed above focus on specific equations, our main
contribution is that we deal with the rigorous continuation of periodic orbits
in general polynomial vector fields. In comparison to attacking example
systems, setting up such a general approach requires a different gauging
of the options at our disposal in order to derive comprehensive estimates
which do not use any specific structure of the system. This somewhat more
conceptual perspective, and the universal applicability of the theorems and
code, are the main novelties of the current paper viewed against the backdrop
of the existing literature.

To describe in more detail the results obtained in this paper, consider
the problem $

’&

’%

9u “ fpµ, uq
gpµq “ 0

uptq is periodic.
(2.1)

The solution uptq P RN is vector-valued, and µ P RM 1
is a (set of) pa-

rameter(s). Throughout this paper and accompanying code the vector field
f : RM 1 ˆ RN Ñ RN is assumed to be polynomial (see below for a more
nuanced statement about applicability to an even more general class of vec-
tor fields). The additional restrictions on the parameter(s) µ, described by
g : RM 1 Ñ RM2

, are again assumed to be of polynomial form. We note
that determining the period L of the solution is part of the problem. Since
the system is autonomous, solutions can be shifted in time. We lift this
degeneracy by imposing a phase condition. The dimension count for the
continuation problem then implies that for the case M 1 ´ M2 “ 1 generi-
cally a solution of (3.3) is part of a one parameter family of periodic orbits.
Such continuation problems can be tracked numerically, but non-rigorously,
using a variety of powerful software packages [11, 13, 15, 16, 17]. In this
paper we describe a computer-assisted procedure to justify rigorously the
parametrized families of periodic solutions.

Hence, while we develop a general method, we do require the nonlin-
earities to be polynomial, both for practical and technical reasons. Indeed,
the polynomial dependence of both f and g on the parameters µ is entirely
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CHAPTER 2. VALIDATED CONTINUATION

for convenience. We need to have access to derivatives up to third order,
and these are particularly easy to determine for polynomials. In particular,
restricting to polynomials means that we do not need to consider automatic
differentiation techniques in the implementation, nor do we require input of
derivates of f and g by the user. But this is merely convenient: the estimates
hold more generally for non-polynomial dependence on µ, see Section 2.2.5
for more details.

On the other hand, the assumption that the vector field f depends poly-
nomially on u is of a somewhat more fundamental, although not essential,
nature. The three main issues that arise are understood most easily when
considering the Fourier transformed problem. Indeed, the first step in our
technique is to formulate a zero finding problem, equivalent to (3.3), in a
space of Fourier coefficients. The first advantage of looking at polynomial
vector fields is that the solutions are real analytic, hence one may work in
a space of geometrically decaying Fourier coefficients. The second techni-
cal advantage is that when some numerical approximation ûptq is described
by finitely many nonzero Fourier coefficients (cf. Galerkin projection), then
in the polynomial case the vector field fpµ, ûptqq again has finitely many
nonzero Fourier coefficients, albeit more than ûptq. The third advantage is
that some of the estimates may be performed monomial by monomial (“term
by term”).

By developing the computer-assisted rigorous framework in the context
of general systems of polynomial ODEs, we strike a balance between gener-
ality and clarity. We do not regard this restriction as crucial for the method.
When one wants to consider a non-polynomial vector field using the methods
in this paper, there are two clear paths forward. One option is to introduce
a change of variables which polynomializes the vector field, see e.g. [40, 63].
Another possibility is to use interpolation estimates as in [18] to control the
extra terms appearing in the bounds. In the latter case, when the vector
field is not analytic, one should change the weights in the norm to be alge-
braic rather than exponential, cf. [39]. We are confident that either approach
can be readily combined with the methods presented in the current paper.
Moveover, the framework for rigorously validated continuation in the radii
polynomial setting can be extended to other types of solutions, such as het-
eroclinic orbits (see [69] for general single orbit validation of such solutions;
a continuation result for a special case can be found in [61]).

Additional possible generalizations include replacing gpµq “ 0 by equa-
tions of the form gpµ, up0qq “ 0 and/or adding integral conditions. Fur-
thermore, these methods can also be adapted to cases with symmetries (e.g.
reversibility symmetry or Hamiltonian systems), e.g. see [64, 12], but such
extensions are not explored in the current paper. Similarly, our approach
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2.1. INTRODUCTION

is also applicable to delay-differential equations, see [63]. While we see no
structural obstruction to such generalizations, in each case one will have
to balance generality with complexity of the estimates and code. Finally,
a natural counterpart of continuation is bifurcation analysis. In some in-
stances bifurcation problems can in fact be attacked in a similar framework,
see e.g. [1, 82, 37, 70], but many cases remain unexplored. In a forthcoming
paper [66] we build on the current general continuation framework to ana-
lyze saddle-node bifurcations of branches of periodic orbits, as well as the
branches emanating from equilibria at Hopf bifurcations.

Our method takes a numerical continuation technique as a starting point
and builds a mathematical theorem on top of that. To outline the main
steps, we begin with numerical approximations of two solutions to (3.3),
which one should imagine to be not too far apart. In Fourier space these
are represented by Fourier coefficients û0 and û1 and parameter values µ̂0

and µ̂1, as well as approximate periods L̂0 and L̂1. In practice only finitely
many of the Fourier coefficients in both û0 and û1 are nonzero, since they
result from a numerical computation on a truncated problem. The triples
rûs, µ̂s, L̂ss for s “ 0, 1 are both approximate zeros of a zero finding problem
that is equivalent with (3.3). Using a Newton-like map, we turn that zero
finding problem into an equivalent fixed point problem. We then show that
near the line segment

⌃ “
!

p1 ´ sqrû0, µ̂0, L̂0s ` srû1, µ̂1, L̂1s : s P r0, 1s
)

this fixed point problem has a curve of solutions. Although in this introduc-
tion we do not introduce the precise norms, the intuition is that we consider
a cylinder around the line segment ⌃ with radius r, which we treat as a com-
putational parameter. We then set out to prove that the fixed point operator
is a contraction on this cylinder for each s P r0, 1s, so that an application of
the uniform Banach contraction theorem provides us with a (unique) curve
of solutions within this cylinder. The crux is that we analytically derive con-
ditions that guarantee this contraction property, and these conditions take
the form of a finite set of inequalities, which turn out to be polynomial in
the radius r, hence the name “radii polynomial” method.

As mentioned before, one of the main features of this paper is that the
analytic bounds are applicable to arbitrary polynomials and do not require
ad hoc computations to be applied to a new vector field, as long as it is
polynomial. In particular, the order of the vector field and the dimension of
the problem do not impact the algorithm for the computation of the bounds,
although they do influence the computational cost.

The definition of the inequalities mentioned above involves the numerical
approximations rûs, µ̂s, L̂ss, s “ 0, 1 as well as a numerically computed Jaco-
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CHAPTER 2. VALIDATED CONTINUATION

bian of a truncated problem, and checking that the inequalities are satisfied
for some r is not feasible by hand. This is where the computer-assisted part
of the proof occurs: the finite set of inequalities is rigorously checked by
computer using interval arithmetic. When the algorithm is successful, the
combination of the general analytic estimates with the computer-assisted
computations for a specific system generates a theorem saying that there is
a one-parameter family of periodic orbits rupsq, µpsq, Lpsqs, s P r0, 1s of (3.3)
within a cylinder with explicitly known radius r around the segment ⌃ (the
precise definition of this cylinder is provided in (2.32)). Several of these
segments can then be “glued” together to form a longer continuous curve of
solutions. Since the radius r of the cylinder is determined explicitly, this
gives direct error control on the distance between the solutions and the nu-
merical segment ⌃. The control in Fourier space also translates into explicit
bounds in phase space, see Remark 2.4.3.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 3.2.1 we introduce
the representation in Fourier space of the ODE problem (3.3) and set up the
necessary notation. In Section 2.3 we define the fixed point operator and the
associated radii polynomials. The symmetry considerations, which guaran-
tee that the fixed points in Fourier space correspond to real-valued solutions
of (3.3), are discussed in Section 2.4. In Section 2.5 some technical operator
estimates are introduced, which are then applied in Section 2.6 to build the
radii polynomial bounds for a single periodic solution to (3.3). These bounds
are generalized to the continuation case in Section 2.8. Sections 2.6 and 2.8
thus together form the core of the paper. For clarity of exposition we elected
to separate the issues related to single orbit validation (§2.6) from the effects
of continuation, which are essentially appended in §2.8. In Section 2.7 we
present some examples of single orbit validation, and we discuss the choices
of computational parameters in this context. In Section 2.9 we explore some
computational aspects of the continuation algorithm, including step size and
mode number selection. Finally, to illustrate the general applicability of the
results, in Section 2.10 we present examples of validated continuation.

As a final note, our implementation, which is available at [67], is in Mat-
lab and uses Intlab [53] for the interval arithmetic part of the proofs. While
we of course attempted to write efficient code, we did not put emphasis
on optimizing computational time, but focused foremost on flexibility and
transparency.
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2.2 Reformulation in Fourier space

Since the period L of a solution to (3.3) is a priori unknown, we start by
rescaling time, so that we can restrict attention to 2⇡ periodic functions. We
thus replace, without introducing new notation for the rescaled variables,
9u “ fpµ, uq by

9u “ ⌧fpµ, uq, (2.2)

where ⌧ “ L
2⇡ is the a priori unknown, normalized period.

Without worrying, for the moment, about convergence, we write the
Fourier expansion of a 2⇡-periodic function u “ pu1, . . . , uN q : R Ñ RN as

uptq “
ÿ

kPZ
pvqkeikt, pvqk “ pv1, . . . , vN qk P CN . (2.3)

When needed, we will use the notation pFuiqk “ pviqk to indicate the k-th
Fourier coefficient of the n-th component of the solution, while pFuqk is
a complex vector of length N containing the k-th Fourier coefficients of
the vector valued function uptq. In particular, in the notation we do not
distinguish between the Fourier transform of a scalar-valued or vector-valued
function; this should be clear from the context. Likewise, the inverse Fourier
transform is denoted by uiptq “ F´1vi and uptq “ F´1v.

The analogue of the system of ODEs (2.2) in Fourier space is

ikpvqk “ ⌧pFfpµ,F´1vqqk. (2.4)

We collect the parameters in � “ p⌧, µ1, . . . , µM 1 q and introduce the notation

pfp�, vq def“ ⌧Ffpµ,F´1vq. (2.5)

for the right hand side of (2.4), and pfi, i “ 1, . . . , N are the components of
pf .

The pointwise multiplication of two scalar valued functions corresponds,
in Fourier space, to the convolution of their sequences of Fourier coefficient.
To be concrete, the convolution product between two sequences v1 and v2 is
defined as

pv1 ¨ v2qk def“
ÿ

k1PZ
pv1qk1 pv2qk´k1 .

In fact, we have (assuming u1 and u2 are sufficiently smooth)

pFpu1u2qq “ pFpu1q ¨ Fpu2qq ,

and
v1 ¨ v2 “ F

`
F´1pv1qF´1pv2q

˘
.
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CHAPTER 2. VALIDATED CONTINUATION

To reduce the notational burden, throughout the remainder of the paper
we will just denote this product by v1v2 rather than v1 ¨ v2. This extends
to arbitrary powers and products involving more than two sequences, and
hence to polynomials. It will be useful to introduce the following convention
for the zeroth power of w P CZ:

pw0qk “ �k0, for all k P Z, with � the Kronecker delta.

With these conventions, pf as defined in (2.5) is polynomial in its input
arguments, since f is. Indeed, they may be viewed as the same polynomial,
just with a different interpretation of the product.

Remark 2.2.1. The convolution of two sequences with a finite number of
non-zero elements also has a finite number of non-zero elements. In par-
ticular, if vi for i “ 1, . . . , m are Fourier sequences with the property that
for every i there exists a Ki such that pviqk vanishes for |k| ° Ki, then
pv1v2 ¨ ¨ ¨ vmqk vanishes for |k| ° ∞m

i“1 Ki.

We collect all unknowns into the variable x “ p�, vq, where � P CM 1`1

and v “ pv1, . . . , vN q and vn P CZ for n “ 1, . . . , N . The problem (2.2) is
equivalent to the infinite dimensional zero finding problem

F pxq “ tFipxquNi“1 “ 0,

where Fipxq is a bi-infinite sequence defined, for every k P Z, as

pFipxqqk
def“ ´ikpviqk ` p pfip�, vqqk. (2.6)

with pfi, defined in (2.5), a convolution polynomial.

2.2.1 The Banach space
Since periodic solutions of polynomial vector fields are analytic, we will
search for a solution in a space of exponentially decaying Fourier coefficients.
For ⌫ • 1 (a computational parameter to be chosen in the algorithm), we
introduce the ⌫-norm of a bi-infinite complex sequence w P CZ as

}w}⌫ def“
ÿ

kPZ
|wk|⌫|k|. (2.7)

It is well known that the space

`1⌫
def“ tw P CZ : }w}⌫ † 8u (2.8)

is a Banach space. In fact it is a Banach algebra with the convolution product

}ww̃}⌫ § }w}⌫}w̃}⌫ for all w, w̃ P `1⌫ . (2.9)
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2.2. REFORMULATION IN FOURIER SPACE

Remark 2.2.2. If ⌫ ° 1 and w P `1⌫ , then w represents the sequence of
Fourier coefficients of a function that is analytic on a strip of width 2 log ⌫
around the real axis in the complex plane.

Since the collection of unknowns is x “ p�, vq, where � “ p⌧, µ1, . . . , µM 1 q
are the M 1 ` 1 scalar parameters and v represents N Fourier sequences, we
introduce the product space X “ X⌫ :“ CM ˆ p`1⌫qN , where M “ M 1 ` 1.
We endow X with the norm

}x}X “ }p�, vq}X “ maxt|�1|, . . . , |�M |, }v1}⌫ , . . . , }vN }⌫u. (2.10)

We will also use the notation xn to indicate the n-th component of x:

xn “
#

�n if 1 § n § M,

vn´M if M ` 1 § n § M ` N,

and the componentwise norm

}xn} “
#

|xn| if 1 § n § M,

}xn}⌫ if M ` 1 § n § M ` N.
(2.11)

Remark 2.2.3. It is a straightforward and natural generalization to incor-
porate weights in the norm (2.10) on X. Since this is equivalent to rescaling
the components of the parameter vector µ (and hence �) and/or the vector
field u (and hence v), all estimates in this paper have natural analogues for
such a weighted norm. In order not to overburden the notation, we did not
pursue such weighted norms in the current paper. We refer to [70] for an
extensive discussion of an application where weighted norms are essential.

2.2.2 Finite dimensional projections
In order to carry out numerical computations, which underlie our validated
continuation results, we need to truncate the infinite dimensional problem.
In particular, to construct numerical approximations of the solutions, we
consider a finite dimensional Galerkin projection of X based on 2K ` 1
Fourier coefficients, with K P N a computational parameter.

Definition 2.2.4. For K P N, we define r⇧K as the projection that maps `1⌫
into C2K`1 via

⇧̃Kw
def“

´
w´K , w´K`1 . . . , w0, . . . , wK´1, wK

¯
P C2K`1.

The range of r⇧K can be naturally identified with a 2K ` 1 dimensional
subspace of `1⌫ by zero-padding. This natural embedding of C2K`1 into `1⌫
will be denoted by rE. We will write r⇧K

def“ rEr⇧K .
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CHAPTER 2. VALIDATED CONTINUATION

We extend these operators to x “ p�, vq P X as follows:

⇧Kx
def“

´
�1, . . . �M , r⇧Kv1, . . . r⇧KvN

¯
P CM ˆ

`
CN

˘p2K`1q
.

The range of ⇧K can be naturally identified with a M ` Np2K ` 1q di-
mensional subspace of X by applying rE to the v components of ⇧Kx. The
natural embedding of CM`Np2K`1q into X will be denoted by E. We will
write ⇧K

def“ E⇧K .
We also introduce notation for the complementary, infinite tail of x:

⇧8
Kx

def“ x ´ ⇧Kx. (2.12)

Furthermore, when x “ ⇧Kx, then we say that x has (at most) K non-zero
modes.

When convenient, we will denote elements of ⇧KX by x̂ “ p�̂, v̂q. In
particular, numerical approximations of solutions will always described by
finitely many Fourier modes. Indeed, they are of the form Ex̂ P ⇧KX, where
x̂ P CM`Np2K`1q is stored in the computer. As we will see in Section 2.2.3,
it is convenient to introduce the bilinear form

xx̂, x̂1y def“
Mÿ

j“1

�̂j �̂
1
j `

Nÿ

i“1

Kÿ

k“´K

pv̂iqkpv̂1
iqk on ⇧KX. (2.13)

2.2.3 Phase condition and continuation equation
In terms of the collection of variables x “ p�, vq “ pp⌧, µq, vq the equations
we want to solve are F pxq “ 0 and gpµq “ 0. Whenever convenient we will
write gpxq for gpµq. This problem suffers from translation invariance, hence
we introduce a phase condition GKpxq “ 0 below, see (2.18). As explained in
the introduction, for M 1 “ M2 ` 1 periodic orbits of (3.3), or equivalently,
solutions of the system $

&

%

F pxq “ 0,
gpxq “ 0,
GKpxq “ 0,

(2.14)

generically come in one-parameter families. To parametrize such a family
and bring it into a form where we can use a contraction argument (and thus
local uniqueness), we will additionally introduce a continuation equation,
see (2.19).

To set the scene, let us assume to have two approximate solutions Ex̂0

and Ex̂1 of the system (2.14), although (for technical reasons) the equation
for phase condition may be different for each: GK

s pEx̂sq “ 0 for s “ 0, 1.
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2.2. REFORMULATION IN FOURIER SPACE

If the distance between x̂0 and x̂1 is small, we can hope that the segment
connecting these two points approximates a continuous branch of solutions.
With this goal in mind, we define

xs
def“ E

“
p1 ´ sqx̂0 ` sx̂1

‰
, for all s P r0, 1s. (2.15)

Our goal is to “validate” this segment in the sense that we prove the existence
of a unique curve of solutions to (3.3) in a cylinder of calculated radius
centered around this segment. We now first introduce the (parametrized)
phase conditions, and subsequently the continuation equation.

To quotient out the translation invariance of solutions, we choose a con-
venient phase condition which is linear and depends on finitely many Fourier
modes only:

Nÿ

i“1

Kÿ

k“´K

pviqkpqiqk ´ q̃ “ 0, (2.16)

for some choices q̃ P C, qi P C2K`1.

Remark 2.2.5. In the choice of our standard phase condition we follow [10].
We choose a reference orbit, which in our case will be the numerical approx-
imation û, and require

ª 2⇡

0

Nÿ

i“1

uiptq û1
iptqdt “ 0.

In terms of Fourier coefficients this corresponds to the choice

pqiqk “ ikpx̂iq´k, (2.17)

where x̂ are the (finitely many) Fourier coefficients of û, and q̃ “ 0.

In the continuation problem it is convenient to vary the phase condition,
hence we choose q0 and q1 associated to x̂0 and x̂1. The idea is that the
distance between q0 and q1 is small whenever the distance between x̂0 and
x̂1 is small, see also Remark 2.2.5

We then formulate the phase condition using the bilinear form (3.13). We
extend q0 and q1, which both represent Np2K `1q Fourier modes, see (2.17),
to elements q̂s “ p0, qsq P ⇧KX, s “ 0, 1, so that we can apply the bilinear
form notation (3.13). Indeed, we write an interpolated version of (2.16) as
GK

s pxq “ 0, where

GK
s pxq def“

@
⇧Kx, q̂s

D
´

“
p1 ´ sqxx̂0, q̂0y ` sxx̂1, q̂1y

‰
, (2.18)
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CHAPTER 2. VALIDATED CONTINUATION

with
q̂s

def“ p1 ´ sqq̂0 ` sq̂1, for all s P r0, 1s.
We denote by H̃spxq “ pGK

s pxq, gpxq, F pxqq the set of equations approx-
imately satisfied by Ex̂s for s “ 0, 1. In order to parametrize a solution
curve close to the segment txs : s P r0, 1su given by (2.15), we introduce
a “fibration” of a cylindrically shaped neighborhood around this segment.
We assume we have computed nontrivial vectors Ex̃0 and Ex̃1 that lie ap-
proximately in the null spaces of DH̃0pEx̂0q and DH̃1pEx̂1q, respectively.
We note that these null spaces are expected to be one dimensional since
M 1 “ M2 `1. Moreover, we expect that x̃0 and x̃1 are close when x̂0 and x̂1

are close. Indeed, they are both approximately tangent to the solution curve,
hence by choosing their lengths and orientations appropriately, in practice
the “predictors” x̃0 and x̃1 are close together when the step size is not too
large.

In view of the relation between the bilinear form (3.13) and the complex
inner product on ⇧KS we define

9̂xs
def“ x̃s for s “ 0, 1,

where the complex conjugate is taken elementwise in CM`p2K`1qN . We then
introduce the continuation equation

G@
s pxq def“

@
⇧Kx, 9̂xs

D
´

“
p1 ´ sqxx̂0, 9̂x0y ` sxx̂1, 9̂x1y

‰
“ 0, (2.19)

where
9̂xs

def“ p1 ´ sq 9̂x0 ` s 9̂x1, for all s P r0, 1s.
Interpolating between 9̂x0 and 9̂x1 in this way is convenient when we glue
together multiple solution segments, see Remark 2.3.5 and [5]. We remark
that the expressions for GK

s and G@
s are affine linear in both x and s, which

is a useful simplification in comparison with the approach in [5].

2.2.4 The zero finding problem
We collect the continuation equation, the phase condition, and the scalar
conditions in

Gspxq “
¨

˝
G@

s pxq
GK

s pxq
gpxq

˛

‚, (2.20)

which maps X to CM , where M “ M 1 ` 1 “ M2 ` 2. Writing x “ p�, vq “
pp⌧, µq, vq, we note that GK

s depends on v only, whereas g depends only on µ,
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2.2. REFORMULATION IN FOURIER SPACE

but G@
s depends on all variables in ⇧KX. For every s P r0, 1s the full zero

finding problem for continuation of periodic orbits becomes

Hspxq def“
ˆ

Gspxq
F pxq

˙
“ 0. (2.21)

We note that Hs does not map X⌫ into itself, but it does map X⌫ to X⌫1

for any ⌫1 † ⌫. This slight subtlety is of no consequence and will henceforth
not be addressed explicitly.

We will also number the equations in (2.21) as H “ pHr1s, . . . , HrM`Nsq.
This cumbersome notation is to distinguish H1, which represents Hs when
s “ 1, from the first component Hr1s “ G@

s of H. In particular, by H1 we
mean the continuation equation, never Hs for s “ 1. When, as in Sections 2.6
and 2.7, we ignore continuation, either by fixing s or by setting x̂0 “ x̂1,
q̂0 “ q̂1, and 9̂x0 “ 9̂x1, then we denote the resulting s-independent set of
equations by Hpxq “ pGpxq, F pxqq “ 0.

The truncated problems Ĥs for s “ 0, 1, which is used for numerical
computations, is defined by

Ĥs : CM ˆ
`
CN

˘p2K`1q fiÑ CM ˆ
`
CN

˘p2K`1q

Ĥspx̂q “ ⇧KHspEx̂q s “ 0, 1. (2.22)

The finite dimensional problem Ĥspx̂q “ 0 can be solved numerically when
one has a reasonable guess for a solution, for example using Newton’s method.

2.2.5 Interval arithmetic and notation for derivatives
A crucial step in our computer-assisted proofs is to check finitely many
inequalities, see (2.35). To accomplish this we use interval arithmetic, in
particular the Intlab [53] package for Matlab. While the details (and imple-
mentation) of interval arithmetic are beyond the scope of the current paper,
we will frequently evaluate polynomials in an interval arithmetic sense as
explained below. We will assume we have access to all partial derivatives up
to order 3 of the rescaled nonlinearity

f̃p�, uq “ f̃p�, uq def“ ⌧fpµ, uq
as well as the scalar equations represented by g̃p�q “ g̃p⌧, µq def“ gpµq, namely

D↵f̃i and D↵g̃j

for multi-indices ↵ “ p↵1, . . . , ↵N`M q with

|↵| def“
N`Mÿ

n“1

↵n § 3.
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In particular, we can evaluate all of these in interval sense, i.e., we have
computable bounds

D↵f̃ipI1, . . . , IM`N q Å tD↵f̃jpy1, . . . , yM`N q : yn P Inu

for any intervals In Ä R, and similarly for g̃.
As already explained in the introduction, our implementation is for poly-

nomial f̃ and g̃. All estimates in the paper hold as long as the dependence
of f̃ on u is polynomial. The dependence of f̃ and g̃ on � may be non-
polynomial as long as we can evaluate them, and their derivatives up to
third order, in an interval arithmetic sense. In this paper, to reduce some of
the technicalities, we work in the complex setting, hence we assume g̃pµq to
be real analytic (on the relevant domain of parameter values), and similarly
for the dependence on µ of the coefficients in the polynomial vector field f̃ ,
see (2.23). We note that working in the fully complex setting, while conve-
nient, is not necessary, and the method can be extended to C3 dependence
on µ, cf. [63].

Concerning the polynomial dependence of f̃ on u, it will be useful to
introduce notation to express f̃ and its derivatives in terms of monomials.
We can write for any ↵ P NN`M and i “ 1, . . . , N

D↵f̃ip�, uq “
ÿ

�PDp↵,iq
f̃�,↵,ip�q

Nπ

i1“1

u
�i1
i1 (2.23)

for some finite set Dp↵, iq Ä NN of multi-indices. We assume that we can
evaluate these coefficient functions f̃�,↵,i : RM Ñ R for any |↵| § 3, i “
1, . . . , N and � P Dp↵, iq, and similarly for their derivatives (with respect to
�) up to order 3 ´ |↵|.

In Fourier space, the derivatives of pfp�, vq with respect to v can be nat-
urally expressed as Toeplitz operators. Indeed, for any w P `1⌫ we define the
Toeplitz operator Tw P Bp`1⌫q by Tww̃

def“ w ¨w̃, which we express elementwise
as

pTww̃qk “
ÿ

k1PZ
pTwqkk1w̃k1 where pTwqkk1 “ wk´k1 . (2.24)

The expressions for the derivatives can be lifted to Fourier space by inter-
preting the product in the convolution sense. We denote the convolution
polynomial corresponding to D↵ pfjp�, vq by

pf↵
i p�, vq “

ÿ

�PDp↵,iq
f̃�,↵,ip�q

Nπ

i1“1

v
�i1
i1 .
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With this notation we can express the first derivatives, for any i, i1 “ 1, . . . N ,
as

Bvi pfjp�, vq “ T pf
eM`i
j p�,vq,

with unit multi-index vector penqn1 “ �nn1 .
To structure the components of the derivative of Hp�, vq “ pGp�, vq,

F p�, vqq it is useful to use the natural decomposition of a (possibly un-
bounded) linear operator B on the product space X “ CM ˆ p`1⌫qN . Let
x “ p�, vq, then we write

pBxqn “
Mÿ

m“1

Bnm�m `
M`Nÿ

m“M`1

Bnmvm´M , for n “ 1, . . . , M ` N,

(2.25)
with linear operators Bnm : Xm Ñ Xn, where

Xn
def“

#
C for 1 § n § M

`1⌫ for M ` 1 § n § M ` N.
(2.26)

To describe more explicitly the different components of B we observe that
Bnm P C for m, n “ 1, . . . , M . For n “ 1, . . . , M and m “ M `1, . . . , M `N
the operator Bnm can be identified with a bi-infinite row vector, often an
element of the dual of `1⌫ . For n “ M `1, . . . , M `N and m “ 1, . . . , M anal-
ogously Bnm is a bi-infinite column vector, often an element of `1⌫ . Finally,
for m, n “ M ` 1, . . . , M ` N the operator Bnm is described naturally by
a bi-infinite matrix. The decomposition is represented graphically in Figure
2.1.

The components of the linear operator DmHrns thus split into derivatives
DmGn for n “ 1, . . . , N and derivatives DmFn´M for n “ M `1, . . . , M `N .
For the former case there is a further natural splitting into n “ 1, 2, the
continuation equation and phase condition, and n “ 3, . . . , M , the algebraic
constraints. In particular, for n “ 1 we have

DmHr1spxq “ DmG@
s pxq “

#
p 9̂�sqm for m “ 1, . . . , M,

p 9̂vsqTm´M for m “ M ` 1, . . . , M ` N,

where 9̂xs “ p 9̂�s, 9̂vsq, and the transpose indicates the interpretation as an
element of the dual of `1⌫ . For n “ 2 we obtain

DmHr2spxq “ DmGK
s pxq “

#
0 for m “ 1, . . . , M,

pq̂vs qTn´M for m “ M ` 1, . . . , M ` N,
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B “

CM fiÑ CM p`1⌫qN fiÑ CM

CM fiÑp`1⌫qN p`1⌫qN fiÑ p`1⌫qN

Figure 2.1: Representation of the matrix introduced in Equation (2.25).

where q̂vs is the v-component of q̂s introduced in Section 2.2.3. For n “
3, . . . , M the derivative is

DmHrnspxq “ DmGnpxq “
#

Dem g̃n´2p�q for m “ 1, . . . , M,

0 for m “ M ` 1, . . . , M ` N.

Finally, for n “ M ` 1, . . . , M ` N we have

DmHrnspxq “ DmFn´M pxq

“
# pfem

n´M pxq for m “ 1, . . . , M.

�mnik ` T pfem
n´M pxq for m “ M ` 1, . . . , M ` N.

(2.27)

with the (unbounded) diagonal operator k defined by (with w P CZ)

pkwqk “ kwk for k P Z. (2.28)

Remark 2.2.6. Instead of the description of the derivatives Bvi1
pfi in terms

of Toeplitz operators, one may equivalently write

Bvi1
pfip�, vqw “ pfeM`i1

i p�, vqw,
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interpreting the right-hand side as a convolution multiplication. In this way
we can identify Bvi1

pfip�, vq with pfeM`i1
i p�, vq. This type of identification gen-

eralizes easily to higher derivatives of pf (whereas the Toeplitz operator rep-
resentation does not), for example

Bvi2 Bvi1
pfip�, vq “ pfeM`i1 `eM`i2

i p�, vq,
B�j Bvi1

pfip�, vq “ pfej`eM`i1
i p�, vq.

2.3 The radii polynomials

In this section we discuss how to turn the zero finding problem into a fixed
point problem in such a way that we can check contractivity of the fixed
point operator with the assistance of a computer. To construct the fixed
point operator we apply a quasi-Newton approach. In particular, we define

Tspxq def“ x ´ AsHspxq, Ts : X fiÑ X, s P r0, 1s. (2.29)

Here As is an injective map that approximates the inverse of the derivative
of Hs in xs. While we postpone the details of the construction of As to
Section 2.8, we outline the construction here in order to give proper context
for the central theorem below. We want As to be at the same time a good
approximation of the inverse of DHspx̂sq and simple enough to handle from
a numerical and analytical point of view. With this in mind, we choose As

as a linear interpolation in s of the approximate inverses of the derivatives
DH0pEx̂0q and DH1pEx̂1q, i.e., As “ p1 ´ sqA0 ` sA1 with

A0 « pDH0pEx̂0qq´1 and A1 « pDH1pEx̂1qq´1.

The precise way in which As is an approximate inverse of DHspx̂sq is encoded
in the estimate (2.31). The required simplicity is achieved by imposing a
block structure on A0 and A1, in particular splitting the operators into a
“finite part” and an “infinite diagonal tail”, as made explicit in Section 2.6.1.

Since for injective As (checking this injectivity is part of the proof in our
setup, see Section 2.8.5) zeros of Hs and fixed points of Ts are in one-to-
one correspondence, we set out to prove that this operator is a contraction
map around the numerical segment txs : s P r0, 1su. In order to prove the
contraction, we need two types of bounds, which we will call Y and Zprq
bounds, indicating, respectively, the residual error of the approximate fixed
point xs defined in (2.15), and a bound on the derivative of Ts in a ball of
radius r around this approximate fixed point.
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Recalling that xs P CM ˆ p`1⌫qN consists of M scalars and N bi-infinite
vectors, we introduce bounds Y “ pY1, . . . , YN`M q and Zprq “ pZ1, . . . ,
ZM`N qprq which are required to satisfy

Yn • max
sPr0,1s

}pTspxsq ´ xsqn}, for n “ 1, . . . , M ` N, (2.30)

and

Znprq • max
sPr0,1s

sup
b,cPB1p0q

}rDTspxs ` rbqrcsn}, for n “ 1, . . . , M ` N,

(2.31)

with the notation for the norm introduced in (2.11) and with B1p0q Ä X the
ball of radius 1 centered at the origin.

To prove contraction of the map Ts in the ball Brpxsq for every s, it is
now sufficient to find an r such that Yn ` Znprq † r for every n, as stated
in the following theorem. We define the “cylinder”

Cr
def“

§

sPr0,1s
Brpxsq (2.32)

of radius r around the segment txs : s P r0, 1su of numerical approximations.
We note that Cr is in fact a pill-shaped neighborhood of the line segment.

Theorem 2.3.1. Assume Y and Zprq satisfy in (2.30) and (2.31). We
define

pnprq def“ Yn ` Znprq ´ r, for n “ 1, . . . , M ` N. (2.33)

If there exists an pr such that pnpprq † 0 for all n “ 1, . . . , M ` N , then Ts is
a contraction on Bprpxsq for every s in r0, 1s.

Assume moreover that As is injective for all s P r0, 1s. Then the fixed
points xsol psq of Ts in Bprpxsq form a continuous parametrized curve xsol :
r0, 1s Ñ X in Cpr, such that Hspxsol psqq “ 0 for every s P r0, 1s.
Proof. For the proof we refer to [26], where in Proposition 1 this statement
is proven for any fixed s P r0, 1s. It is straightforward to infer that by
using the uniform contraction mapping theorem that the fixed points form
a continuous curve, see e.g. [65, 5] for more details.

Remark 2.3.2. At this point there is still some work to do to show that the
zeros of Hs that we have found correspond to real-valued orbits of the vector
field (3.3). We will come back to this in Section 2.4. There we also list
the explicit error bounds on the solution (i.e. the distance to the numerical
approximation), see Remark 2.4.3.
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In order to guarantee smoothness of the solution curve, we use the fol-
lowing lemma.

Lemma 2.3.3. With the hypotheses as in Theorem 2.3.1, assume in addition
that for any s P r0, 1s and any b P B1p0q we have

pr xb, 9̂x1 ´ 9̂x0y ‰ xx̂1 ´ x̂0, p1 ´ sq 9̂x1 ` s 9̂x0y. (2.34)

Then xsol : r0, 1s Ñ X represents a smooth curve.

Proof. When BsE@
s ‰ 0, the implicit function theorem provides the asserted

smoothness, see [65, 5] for more details. Let x P Cr, then we can write
x “ xs ` b for some s P r0, 1s and b P B1p0q. A direct computation shows
that

BsE@
s pxq “ r xb, 9̂x1 ´ 9̂x0y ´ xx̂1 ´ x̂0, p1 ´ sq 9̂x1 ` s 9̂x0y.

Remark 2.3.4. Since in practice 9̂x0 and 9̂x1 are close to each other, and
x̂1 ´ x̂0 lies roughly in the direction of these predictors, the inequality (2.34)
is expected to hold for sufficiently small pr. The righthand side of (2.34) can
be bounded uniformly for s P r0, 1s using an interval arithmetic calculation.
Moreover, since the bilinear form (3.13) involves a finite sum only, we can
bound the lefthand side of (2.34) by enclosing it uniformly for b P ⇧KB1p0q
using interval arithmetic.

Remark 2.3.5. The interpolations chosen in the definitions of GK
s and G@

s

make it easy to “glue” subsequent steps of the continuation together to form a
continuous (even smooth) curve. Indeed, following the arguments used in [5,
70], we conclude that if we choose the data x̂s, 9̂xs and q̂s in the end point
of the previous step identical to those in the starting point of the next step,
then the two parametrized curves of solutions obtained from Theorem 2.3.1
connect smoothly.

The formulas introduced in (2.33) are often called radii polynomials [14],
as the dependence of Z on r is usually polynomial. These radii polynomials
capture the central idea that the continuation problem for solutions of (3.3)
can be reduced to checking finitely many inequalities

pnpprq † 0 for n “ 1, . . . , M ` N. (2.35)

We denote by I “ prmin, rmaxq an interval on which we can prove that all radii
polynomials are negative. We will call I the interval of validation. Theorem
2.3.1 states that any r in I is the radius of a cylinder Cr, see (2.15), in which
the existence and uniqueness of a branch of solutions is guaranteed.
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2.4 Symmetry considerations

Since we are looking for real-valued periodic solutions of the ODE (3.3),
its Fourier coefficients are conjugate symmetric in the following sense. For
w P `1⌫ we define the conjugate w˚ as w˚

k “ w´k. An element w P `1⌫ is
conjugate symmetric if w “ w˚. We denote the space of conjugate symmetric
sequences by `sym

⌫ “ tw P `1⌫ : w “ w˚u. With this definition, periodic orbits
have Fourier coefficients un P `sym

⌫ for all n “ 1, . . . , N and some ⌫ ° 1.
We generalize this notation of conjugation to X by setting

x˚ “ p�, vq˚ “ p�1, . . . , �M , v˚
1 , . . . , v˚

N q.

We introduce the space of (conjugate) symmetric elements S Ä X “ CM ˆ
p`1⌫qN :

S “ S⌫
def“ tx P X : x˚ “ xu. (2.36)

We look for a solution in this space of (conjugate) symmetric elements, and
we will also choose our numerical approximation in S. Nevertheless, we use
the full space to perform our validation proof because of the ease of perform-
ing analysis on unrestricted double sided convolutions. In particular, we do
not restrict to symmetric cases where sine or cosine series can be used. Such
cases have been studied extensively, see e.g. [64, 5, 3, 26, 40]. Furthermore,
we do not split into real and imaginary parts (cf. [37]) but rather recover
conjugate symmetry a posteriori using the symmetry properties discussed
below.

We now derive the results needed to prove that the fixed point of Ts

found in Theorem 2.3.1 lies in S, provided we choose a symmetry preserving
linear operator As in the definition (3.19) of Ts. First we note that `sym

⌫ is
closed under convolution multiplication. Moreover, for any x “ p�, vq P S
any polynomial expression in v with real coefficients (depending on � P RM )
also lies in S. Choosing both q̂s P S and 9̂xs P S for s “ 0, 1, we infer that
GK

s and G@
s are real-valued on S for all s P r0, 1s, since the bilinear form

defined in (3.13) sends ⇡KS ˆ ⇡KS to R. We conclude that Hs maps S⌫ to
S⌫1 for 1 † ⌫1 † ⌫.

Next, we choose the linear operators A0 and A1 such that they (and
hence As for s P r0, 1s) preserve symmetry in the sense that they leave S
invariant. This impies that Ts maps S to itself for all s P r0, 1s. To be
explicit, for a linear operator B “ pBnmq on X we introduce the conjugate
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B˚ as follows (k, k1 P Z):

B˚
nm “ Bnm for n, m “ 1, . . . , M, (2.37a)

pB˚
nmqk “ pBnmq´k for m “ 1, . . . , M, n “ M ` 1, . . . , M ` N,

(2.37b)

pB˚
nmqk “ pBnmq´k for n “ 1, . . . , M, m “ M ` 1, . . . , M ` N,

(2.37c)

pB˚
nmqk,k1 “ pBnmq´k,´k1 for n, m “ M ` 1, . . . , M ` N. (2.37d)

Then As, s “ 0, 1 preserves conjugate symmetry if As “ A˚
s .

Remark 2.4.1. Since iK´1 preserves conjugate symmetry, conjugate sym-
metry preservation of As in practice reduces to symmetry preservation of the
approximate numerical approximate inverse of DĤspx̂sq. Due to rounding
error in computing the numerical inverse, this symmetry is not automatic.
We therefore symmetrize the candidate inverse, denoted by Ãs, through

Âs “ Ã ` Ã˚
s

2
,

with the conjugate defined in (2.37).

The symmetries thus allow us to conclude that the fixed point of Ts corre-
spond to a real -valued periodic orbit of (3.3) under symmetry assumptions
on the numerical data. In particular, in practice we fix some K P N and
choose

• the numerical approximate solutions x̂0 and x̂1 in ⇧KS;

• the numerical predictors 9̂x0 and 9̂x1 in ⇧KS;

• the phase condition parameters q̂0 and q̂1 in ⇧KS, see (2.17);

• conjugate symmetry preserving linear operators Â0 and Â1, see Re-
mark 2.4.1.

Theorem 2.4.2. Let the symmetry assumptions on x̂s, 9̂xs, q̂s, Âs listed
above be satisfied for s “ 0, 1. Then, under the conditions of Theorem 2.3.1,
the fixed point xsol psq P Bprpxsq of Ts is conjugate symmetric, i.e. xsol psq P S,
for every s P r0, 1s.

Proof. Since S is invariant under Ts and it intersects Bprpxsq, as xs P S, the
fixed point of Ts lies in S X Bprpxsq.
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Theorem 2.4.2 provides us with xsol psq P S, which we write as xsol psq “
pp⌧sol , µsol q, vsol qpsq. We have thus found a family of real-valued solutions

usol pt; sq def“
ÿ

kPZ
pvsol psqqkeikt{⌧sol psq,

of (3.3) with period L “ 2⇡⌧sol psq at parameter value µ “ µsol psq P RM´1.
We denote

p1 ´ sqx̂0 ` sx̂1 “ x̂s “ p�̂s, v̂sq “ pp⌧̂s, µ̂sq, v̂sq,

so that xs “ Ex̂s P S, see (2.15).

Remark 2.4.3. Since xsol psq P BprpEx̂sq, the associated error estimates are

max
tPR

ˇ̌
ˇusol pt; sq ´ ûs

`
⌧̂s

⌧sol psq t
˘ˇ̌
ˇ
8

§ pr, (2.38)

|⌧sol psq ´ ⌧̂s| § pr,
|µsol psq ´ µ̂s|8 § pr,

for all s P r0, 1s, where

ûsptq def“
ÿ

|k|§K

pv̂sqkeikt{⌧̂s .

In particular, the bound (2.38) implies that for any s P r0, 1s the periodic
orbit usol p¨; sq lies within Hausdorff distance pr from the closed curve ûsp¨q in
phase space (in the supremum norm).

2.5 Auxiliary estimates

In this section we collect some properties of operators on the space X “
CM ˆ p`1⌫qN that will be used for the construction of the bounds. First,
the dual of `1⌫ is the space `8

⌫ of bi-infinite sequences endowed with the
supremum norm

}y}8
⌫ “ sup

kPZ

|yk|
⌫|k| .

If w P `1⌫ and y P `8
⌫ , then

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ
ÿ

kPZ
ykwk

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ § }w}8

⌫ }w}⌫ .
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The operator norm of a linear operator Q : `1⌫ Ñ `1⌫ that acts on v P `1⌫
has

pQvqk “
ÿ

k1PZ
Qkk1vk,

is given by
}Q}Bp`1⌫ ,`1⌫q “ sup

k1PZ

1

⌫|k1|
ÿ

kPZ
|Qkk1 |⌫|k|. (2.39)

When considering a linear operator Q : `1⌫ Ñ `1⌫ such that Q “ r⇧K1Qr⇧K2

for some K1, K2 P N, i.e. acting on a finite number of modes and returning
a finite number of non-zero modes, then we will denote such operator with
a superscript pF q. The operator norm of such an operator is computable:

}QpF q}Bp`1⌫ ,`1⌫q “ max
|k1|§K2

1

⌫|k1|
ÿ

|k|§K1

|QpF q
kk1 |⌫|k|. (2.40)

We will not make a distinction between the operator and the finite matrix
that represents it.

In the estimates we will repeatedly encounter operators which decom-
pose in a finite part (represented by a matrix) and a part that represents
convolution with an element of r⇧K3`

1
⌫ . The following lemma describes (with

some slight generalization) how to bound the norm of such an operator.

Lemma 2.5.1. Let K1, K2, K3 P N. Let QpF q be a p2K1 ` 1q ˆ p2K2 ` 1q
matrix with complex entries. Let y˚ be a p2K3 ` 1q vector with complex
entries. Let pyrksq|k|°K2

be a bi-infinite sequence of p2K3 ` 1q vectors with

|yrks
k1 | § |y˚

k1 |, for all |k1| § K3.

Let Q : `1⌫ fiÑ `1⌫ act on v P `1⌫ by

pQvqk “
´

rEQpF q r⇧K2v
¯

k1
`

k1`K3ÿ

k“k1´K3
|k|°K2

yrks
k1´kvk, for k1 P Z (2.41)

i.e., Q has the form depicted in Figure 2.2. Then

}Q}Bp`1⌫ ,`1⌫q § maxp}QpF q}Bp`1⌫ ,`1⌫q, }y˚}⌫q.

The result also holds when Q has no “finite part” QpF q, i.e., somewhat abus-
ing notation, K2 “ ´1.
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Q “ QpF q

Figure 2.2: The shape of the operator Q, as defined in Lemma 2.5.1. The
vertical columns represent the vectors yrks, where k denotes the column
index.
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Proof. A proof can be easily (re)constructed from [26, Corollary 1], where
the special case K3 “ 1 is considered, of which Lemma 2.5.1 is a relatively
straightforward extension.

We note that if yrks “ y˚ for all k, then the final term in (2.41) corre-
sponds to the convolution product py˚vqk.

In the remainder of this paper, we will make extensive use of the following
lemma for the computation of norms of various operators from X “ CM ˆ
p`1⌫qN to itself. The proof is again standard and is thus omitted.

Lemma 2.5.2. Let B : X Ñ X be a linear operator which acts on x P X
through the decomposition tBnmu1§n,m§M`N introduced in (2.25). Then the
componentwise norms supxPB1p0qÄX }pBxqn} satisfy, for n “ 1, . . . , M ,

sup
xPB1p0qÄX

|pBxqn| §
Mÿ

m“1

|Bnm| `
M`Nÿ

m“M`1

}Bnm}8
⌫ ,

while for n “ M ` 1, . . . , M ` N we have

sup
xPB1p0qÄX

}pBxqn}⌫ §
Mÿ

m“1

}Bnm}⌫ `
M`Nÿ

m“M`1

}Bnm}Bp`1⌫ ,`1⌫q.

2.6 Validation of a single periodic orbit

For ease of exposition, in this section we present the explicit computation
of the bounds introduced in Equations (2.30) and (2.31) for the case of
a single solution. In Section 2.8 we generalize this to validated continu-
ation of solution branches.The approximate numerical solution considered
is denoted by x̂ “ p�̂, v̂q, and the zero finding problem is of the form
Hpxq “ pGpxq, F pxqq “ 0, with F and G defined in (2.6) and (2.20), re-
spectively, are now s-independent.

2.6.1 Constructing the Newton-like operator T

In order to apply the radial polynomial approach to validate a numerical
solution x̂, we construct a Newton-like operation T by using A, the ap-
proximate inverse of DHpEx̂q. The first step is the construction of A:, a
(partly numerical) approximation of DHpEx̂q, on which we will base our
construction of A.

We split A and A: into a finite part, defined numerically and stored in
the computer, and an infinite part, called the tail, defined analytically. The
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finite part of A: is chosen to be the finite dimensional Jacobian DĤpx̂q. The
finite part of A is an numerically computed approximate inverse Â of DĤpx̂q,
where Ĥ is defined in (2.22). For the tail of A: the dominant term ikpvnqk
is the natural candidate, while for the tail of A the corresponding choice is
thus ik´1pvnqk.

To be precise, we define A and A: through

A:x def“ E

´
DĤpx̂q⇧Kx

¯
´ iK⇧8

Kx, (2.42)

Ax
def“ E

´
Â⇧Kx

¯
´ iK´1⇧8

Kx, (2.43)

where

pKxqn def“
#
0 for n “ 1, . . . , M

kxn for n “ M ` 1, . . . , M ` N,

and

pK´1xqn def“
#
0 for n “ 1, . . . , M

k
´1xn for n “ M ` 1, . . . , M ` N,

with (see also (2.28))

pkwqk def“ kwk and pk´1wqk def“
#
0 if k “ 0

k´1wk if k P Zzt0u.

Remark 2.6.1. The tails of A and A: are exact inverses, hence

I ´ AA: “ ⇧K ´ EpÂ DĤpx̂qq⇧K , (2.44)

i.e., I ´ AA: is represented by a matrix.

Remark 2.6.2. Since the tail of A is diagonal, when x has at most K 1

nonzero modes, then Ax has at most maxtK, K 1u nonzero modes.

We note that A has the structure assumed in Lemma 2.5.1. More-
over, even though H does not map X into itself, we observe that AHpxq P
X for all x P X. In particular,

T : x fiÑ x ´ AHpxq

maps X to itself, cf. Proposition 4 in [26].
Having defined the fixed point operator T , we now derive explicit bounds

Y and Z satisfying (2.30) and (2.46) in Sections 2.6.2 and 2.6.3, respectively.
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2.6. VALIDATION OF A SINGLE PERIODIC ORBIT

2.6.2 The Y bound

In this section, we are interested in computing the Y bound, that is the
M ` N vector such that

Yn • }rT pEx̂q ´ Ex̂sn} “ }rAHpEx̂qsn} , for n “ 1, . . . , M `N. (2.45)

Since x̂ has K non-zero modes, by Remark 2.2.1 we know that HpEx̂q will
have at most K|D| non-zero modes (we recall that |D| is the order of the
polynomial vector field). Remark 2.6.2 implies that AHpEx̂q has at most
K|D| non-zero modes, all of which can be computed explicitly in a finite
number of operations. By performing these operations with interval arith-
metic we obtain bounds satisfying (2.45).

2.6.3 The splitting of the Z bound

In view of (2.31), the Z bound for the non-continuation case needs to satisfy

Znprq • sup
b,cPBrp0q

}rDT pEx̂ ` bqcsn}, for n “ 1, . . . , M ` N. (2.46)

We split the estimate into three parts:

sup
b,cPBrp0q

}rDT pEx̂`bqcsn} § sup
cPBrp0q

}rpI ´ AA:qcsn}
loooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon

§Z0nr

(2.47)

` sup
cPBrp0q

}rApDHpEx̂q ´ A:qcsn}
looooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooon

§Z1nr

` sup
b,cPBrp0q

}rApDHpEx̂q ´ DHpEx̂ ` bqqcsn}
loooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooon

§Z̃2nprq

, (2.48)

where the first two parts are linear in r. We deal with the Z0n, Z1n and Z2n

bounds separately.

The Z0 bound

Rescaling c Ñ cr, the Z0 bounds have been defined as satisfying

Z0n • sup
cPB1p0q

}rpI ´ AA:qcsn}.
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By using (2.44) we obtain

}rpI ´ AA:qcsn} § }rpI ´ AA:q⇧Kcs ` rpI ´ AA:q⇧8
Kcsn}

“ }p⇧K ´ EÂDĤpx̂q⇧Kqcsn}.

Here ⇧K ´ EÂDĤpx̂q⇧K can be represented as a finite matrix, hence we
compute explicit bounds (2.6.3) by applying Lemma 2.5.2 and using (2.40).

The Z1 bound

Rescaling c Ñ cr, we aim to find bounds of the form

Z1n • sup
cPB1p0q

}rApA: ´ DHpEx̂qqcsn}. (2.49)

We first analyse the operator

B “ A: ´ DHpEx̂q.

It follows form the definition (2.42) of A: that Bnm “ 0 for n “ 1, . . . , M
and m “ 1, . . . , M ` N . Furthermore, for n “ M ` 1, . . . , M ` N and
m “ 1, . . . n, we have that Bnm has at most K|D| nonzero modes, and
⇧KBnm “ 0. Finally, it follows from (2.27) that

Bnm “ T pfem
n´M pEx̂q ´ r⇧KT pfem

n´M pEx̂q
r⇧K for n, m “ M ` 1, . . . , M ` N,

which has bandwidth at most Kp|D| ´ 1q.
Remark 2.6.3. Before we proceed, consider the product Q1Q2 of two oper-
ators in Bp`1⌫ , `1⌫q of the form

Q1 “ rEQ̂1
r⇧K ` ik´1pI ´ r⇧Kq,

Q2 “ rEQ̂2
r⇧K ` Ty,

for some p2K ` 1q ˆ p2K ` 1q matrices Q̂1 and Q̂2, and an element y P `1⌫
with at most K 1 nonzero modes. Then the product Q “ Q1Q2 is of the form
described in Lemma 2.5.1 with K1 “ K`2K 1, K2 “ K`K 1 and y˚ “ 1

K`1y,
i.e. K3 “ K 1.

For the product operator AB “ ApA:´DHpEx̂qq we find that pABqnm “
0 for n, m “ 1, . . . , M . Furthermore, pABqnm has at most K|D| nonzero
modes for n “ 1, . . . , M and m “ M ` 1, . . . , M ` N , as well as for n “
M `1, . . . , M `N and m “ 1, . . . , M . Finally, for n, m “ M `1, . . . , M `N ,
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2.6. VALIDATION OF A SINGLE PERIODIC ORBIT

based on Remark 2.6.3 we conclude that pABqnm is of the form described
in Lemma 2.5.1, with K1 “ K|D|, K2 “ Kp2|D| ´ 1q and K3 “ Kp|D| ´ 1q
and y˚ “ 1

K`1 | pfem
n´M px̂q|.

We thus determine the bounds (2.49) explicitly by a direct computation
based on Lemmas 2.5.2 and 2.5.1.

The Z2 bound

The last bound is defined as satisfying

Z̃2nprq • sup
b,cPBrp0q

}rApDHpEx̂q ´ DHpEx̂ ` bqqcsn}.

We apply the mean value theorem in Banach spaces:

sup
b,cPBrp0q

}pArDHpEx̂q ´ DHpEx̂ ` bqscqn}

§ sup
b̄,c̄PB1p0q

sup
z̄PB1p0q

››“
A DDHpEx̂ ` z̄rqb̄c̄

‰
n

›› r2

§ sup
b̄,c̄PB1p0q

sup
z̄PB1p0q

M`Nÿ

m“1

}Anm}BpXn,Xmq
››“

DDHmpEx̂ ` z̄rqb̄c̄
‰›› r2,

with b̄r “ b and c̄r “ c. The spaces Xn are defined in (2.26), and the operator
norms }Anm}BpXn,Xmq can computed directly (the ones on the diagonal tail,
i.e. n “ m “ M ` 1, . . . , M ` N , by using Lemma 2.5.1). The bound on

››“
DDHmpEx̂ ` z̄rqb̄c̄

‰››

depends on r, but to simplify the computation we simply bound r a priori by
some r˚, which in practice we choose to be large enough to safely assume it
bigger than the validation radius. The inequality r˚ • rmax for the interval of
validation I “ prmin, rmaxq is checked at the end of the validation procedure.

We are thus looking for a bound on

sup
b̄,c̄PB1p0q

sup
zPBr˚ p0q

››“
DDHmpEx̂ ` zqb̄c̄

‰›› . (2.50)

We start with m “ 1, . . . , M . Both the phase condition and contination
equation are linear, hence DDHm “ 0 for m “ 1, 2. For m “ 3, . . . , M the
only non-vanishing terms in the derivative are

DenDen1 HmpEx̂ ` zq “ Den`en1 g̃m´2p�̂ ` z�q for n, n1 “ 1, . . . M.
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CHAPTER 2. VALIDATED CONTINUATION

where we have written z “ pz�, zvq. Each of these can be bounded uniformly
for z P Br˚ p0q by using an interval arithmetic evaluation

Jn,n1,m “ |Den`en1 g̃m´2p�̂r˚ q|

where �̂r˚ is the product of intervals
±M

j“1r�̂j ´ r˚, �̂j ` r˚s. Hence, for
m “ 1, . . . , M the expression (2.50) is bounded by

Zm :“

$
’&

’%

0 for m “ 1, 2
Mÿ

n,n1“1

max Jn,n1,m for m “ 3, . . . , M.

Next we consider m “ M ` 1, . . . , M ` N , for which we have

DenDen1 HmpEx̂ ` zq “ pfen`en1
m´M pEx̂ ` zq

“
ÿ

�PDpen`en1 ,m´Mq
f̃�,en`en1 ,m´M p�̂ ` z�q

Nπ

i“1

pEv̂i ` pzvqiq�i ,

(2.51)

where we have used the identification (of derivatives) based on convolution
multiplication introduced in Remark 2.2.6. We estimate these convolution
polynomials term by term with the help of the Banach algebra property (2.9).
Each monomial in (2.51) is bounded in norm by

J̃�,n,n1,m :“
ˇ̌
f̃�,en`en1 ,m´M p�̂r˚ q

ˇ̌ Nπ

j“1

`
}v̂j}⌫ ` r˚

˘�j ,

which is to be evaluated in an interval arithmetic sense. Using once again
the Banach algebra property and the triangle inequality, this leads to the
following bounds on (2.50) for m “ M ` 1, . . . , M ` N :

Zm “
M`Nÿ

n,n1“1

ÿ

�PDpen`en1 ,m´Mq
max J̃�,n,n1,m.

Finally, we set Z̃2nprq :“ Z2nr2 with

Z2n :“
M`Nÿ

m“1

}Anm}BpXn,Xmq Zm.
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2.6.4 Conclusion
Once we have computed all the bounds in this section, we construct the radii
polynomials

pnprq “ Yn ` pZ0n ` Z1nqr ´ r ` Z2nr2.

If there exists an r § r˚ for which all pn are negative, then applying Theo-
rem 2.3.1 guarantees the existence of a fixed point contraction and, therefore,
of a periodic orbit satisfying the error bounds listed in Remark 2.4.3. The
proof of injectivity of A is discussed in Section 2.8.5 in the more general
context of continuation.

An advantage of using the mean value theorem in Section 2.6.3 is that,
irrespective of the order of the vector field, the radii polynomials are always
of order 2. The approach taken in, for example, [9] and [26] leads to Z2prq
bounds whose order depends on the order of the vector field. Our bounds
are slightly less sharp due to our central goal of universal applicability, and
they remain sufficiently effective in practice.

2.7 Examples: single solutions

Before we move on to continuation in Section 2.8, in this section we present
some results on single orbit validation. We use the well-known van der Pol
equation #

9u1 “ u2,

9u2 “ µu2 ´ µu2
1u2 ´ u1,

(2.52)

to discuss proper choices for the computational parameters ⌫ and K in rigor-
ous single orbit validation. The system (2.52) has a unique attracting limit
cycle for any µ ° 0. In the limit µ Ó 0 it tends to a circle in phase space and
is essentially described by a single Fourier mode. For large µ its dynamics
fall in the fast-slow paradigm and more and more Fourier modes are required
to describe the orbit accurately.

We first fix µ “ 1.1 and investigate the dependence on ⌫ and K. For
various choices of ⌫ ° 1, in Figure 2.3 we depict the dependence on K of the
validation interval prmin, rmaxq on which all radii polynomials are negative.
As expected, we see that for small K validation fails. For K between roughly
20 and 50 the validation interval grows. For ⌫ sufficiently close to 1 it then
stabilizes for K ° 50, whereas for larger values of ⌫ it starts to decrease
again when K increases. The latter is due to the large weights in the `1⌫
norm in that case, which may be viewed as a computational instability of
the method. Indeed, the Fourier coefficients of the solution decay at some
(unknown) rate ⌫sol ° 1. In theory, for any choice ⌫ P p1, ⌫solq the method
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should lead to validation for large K, but this is hampered by the finite
precision of floating point numbers. For larger values of ⌫ these rounding
errors lead to instability for large K. The main conclusion is that it is
prudent to choose ⌫ sufficiently close to unity.

We then fix ⌫ “ 1.02 and vary µ to see how the minimal number of
Fourier modes needed to describe a validated solution increases as the com-
plexity of the solution increases. The results are shown in Figure 2.4. The
smallest µ chosen here is µ “ 10´4. For µ even closer to 0 (µ † 10´8), we
cannot validate the solution, since it loses its isolation property as it merges
into a one parameter family for µ “ 0. For large µ the large number of
modes needed to properly describe and validate the solution leads to more
and more time and memory requirements. This is illustrated in Figure 2.5,
where the computational time is plotted versus the number of modes used.
The dominant cost is in the matrix-matrix product(s) in the Z1 bound, see
Section 2.6.3. The cubic growth OpK3q is thus not unexpected.

Next, to study the dependence on the size of the system we look at the
generalization

$
&

%
9u1 “ u2,

9ui “ p1 ´ u2
1qui ` ui`1

2
´ u1, for i “ 2, . . . , N.

(2.53)

where uN`1 “ u2. It is easily seen that the ui are all equal for i • 2, but
the computation does not take advantage of this fact. We note that the
validation interval does not depend significantly on N in this example. This
is in part due to the choice of the maximum norm in (2.10), which prevents
errors in different components from accumulating. In Figure 2.6 we plot the
computational time versus the size of the system. We conclude that the
time (for fixed K “ 50) grows roughly as OpN3q due to the aforementioned
matrix-matrix product being in the computation of the Z1 bound being the
bottle neck.

The computational time also depends on the order of the polynomial.
We select the generalization

#
9u1 “ u2,

9u2 “ µu2 ´ µu2
1u2 ´ u1 ` ✏DuD

1 ,
(2.54)

as our example, where we set µ “ 1. Since the size of u1 is roughly 2,
we choose ✏D “ 1

102
´D to prevent excessive growth of the D-dependent

term. In Figure 2.7 we plot the computational time versus the order D.
The cubic dependence is due to the size of the matrices involved in the
Z1 bound growing linearly in D, see Section 2.6.3. We remark that the
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Figure 2.3: The boundaries of the validation interval prmin, rmaxq versus the
number of modes K for various values of ⌫.

code is suboptimal in this respect, as in the products pABqnm we did not
take advantage of the fact that A is sparse for large D, since it has a long
diagonal tail. There is clearly room for improvement here; quadratic growth
in D should be achievable.

As a final illustration, see Figure 2.8, we have verified a single long pe-
riodic orbit in the Lorenz system (using classical notation rather than the
general notation from (3.3))

$
’&

’%

9x “ �py ´ xq,
9y “ xp⇢ ´ zq ´ y,

9z “ xy ´ �z,

(2.55)

where � “ 10, � “ 8{3 and ⇢ “ 28. Here we used ⌫ “ 1`10´6 and K “ 800.

2.8 Rigorous curve following

2.8.1 Interpolation bounds
In Section 2.6 we presented bounds to validate single periodic orbits. In
this Section we extend those results to the case of continuation. We will
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Figure 2.8: Validation of a periodic solution for the Lorenz system (2.55) with
the classical parameter values � “ 10, � “ 8{3 and ⇢ “ 28. The solution
has a period close to 25. This solution was validated with ⌫ “ 1 ` 10´6 and
K “ 800

be referring extensively to the results presented in Section 2.6 and combine
these with the following interpolation lemma.

Lemma 2.8.1. Let h : r0, 1s fiÑ C be C2, then

max
sPr0,1s

|hpsq| § maxt|hp0q|, |hp1q|u ` 1

8
max
sPr0,1s

|h2psq|. (2.56)

Proof. The result is classical for real-valued functions. For the complex case
we argue as follows. Let M

def“ maxsPr0,1s |h2psq|. Define

h̃psq def“ hpsq ´ rp1 ´ sqhp0q ` shp1qs,

then h̃p0q “ 0 and h̃p1q “ 0. Furthermore, M “ maxsPr0,1s |h̃2psq|. We will
show that

max
sPr0,1s

|h̃psq| § 1

8
M. (2.57)

The result on h follows by using the triangle inequality and convexity of the
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modulus:

max
sPr0,1s

|hpsq| § max
sPr0,1s

|p1 ´ sqhp0q ` shp1q| ` max
sPr0,1s

|h̃psq|

§ maxt|hp0q|, |hp1q|u ` M

8
.

To prove (2.57) we argue as follows. Let the maximum maxsPr0,1s |h̃psq|
be attained in s “ s0. If |h̃ps0q| “ 0 then h̃ ” 0 and there is nothing left to
prove. For |h̃ps0q| ° 0 we assume, without loss of generality, that 1

2 § s § 1

(reparametrizing s Ñ 1´ s if necessary). We split h̃ into real and imaginary
part: h̃ “ h̃r ` ih̃i. Then h̃rps0qh̃1

rps0q ` h̃ips0qh̃1
ips0q “ 0. Consider the real-

valued function ĥpsq def“ h̃rps0qh̃rpsq ` h̃ips0qh̃ipsq. We have ĥps0q “ |h̃ps0q|2
and ĥ1ps0q “ 0. For the second derivative it follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality that for all s P r0, 1s

|ĥ2psq| “ |h̃rps0qh̃2
rpsq ` h̃ips0qh̃2

i psq| § |h̃ps0q| |h̃2psq| § M |h̃ps0q|. (2.58)

Furthermore, ĥp1q “ 0. By Taylor’s theorem we may write, for some ⇠ P
ps0, 1q,

0 “ ĥp1q “ ĥps0q ` ĥ1ps0q ` p1´s0q2
2 ĥ2p⇠q

• |h̃ps0q|2 ´ 1

8
M |h̃ps0q|,

where the inequality follows from (2.58). We conclude that |h̃ps0q| § M
8 ,

which proves (2.57) since the maximum is attained in s0.

For w, w1 P `1⌫ we denote by |w| P `1⌫ the elementwise absolute value and
by maxtw, w1u P `1⌫ the elementwise maximum.

Lemma 2.8.2. Let w : r0, 1s Ñ `1⌫ be C2, then

max
sPr0,1s

}wpsq}⌫ § }maxt|wp0q|, |wp1q|u}⌫ ` 1

8

›››› max
sPr0,1s

|w2psq|
››››
⌫

.

Proof. We note that the `1⌫ norm has the property

max
sPr0,1s

}wpsq}⌫ § } max
sPr0,1s

|wpsq|}⌫ .

The assertion now follows by applying Lemma 2.8.1 elementwise and using
the triangle inequality.
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A similar result holds for w̃ : r0, 1s Ñ p`1⌫q˚ – `8
⌫ , with the same conven-

tions for |w̃| and maxtw̃, w̃1u.
Lemma 2.8.3. Let w̃ : r0, 1s Ñ p`1⌫q˚ be C2, then

max
sPr0,1s

}w̃psq}8
⌫ § }maxt|w̃p0q|, |w̃p1q|u}8

⌫ ` 1

8

›››› max
sPr0,1s

|w̃2psq|
››››

8

⌫

.

For Q, Q1 P Bp`1⌫ , `1⌫q we denote by |Q| P Bp`1⌫ , `1⌫q the elementwise abso-
lute value, i.e.,

p|Q|wqk “
ÿ

k1PZ
|Qkk1 |wk1 .

Similarly, by maxtQ, Q1u P Bp`1⌫ , `1⌫q we denote the elementwise maximum.

Lemma 2.8.4. Let Q : r0, 1s Ñ Bp`1⌫ , `1⌫q be C2 then

max
sPr0,1s

}Qpsq}Bp`1⌫ ,`1⌫q §}maxt|Qp0q|, |Qp1q|u}Bp`1⌫ ,`1⌫q

` 1

8

›››› max
sPr0,1s

|Q2psq|
››››
Bp`1⌫ ,`1⌫q

.

Proof. We note that it follows from the formula (2.39) for the operator norm
that

max
sPr0,1s

}Qpsq}Bp`1⌫ ,`1⌫q § } max
sPr0,1s

|Qpsq|}Bp`1⌫ ,`1⌫q.

The assertion now follows by applying Lemma 2.8.1 elementwise and using
the triangle inequality.

2.8.2 Constructing the Newton-like operator Ts

We recall that starting from two numerically obtained approximate zeros x̂0

and x̂1, we set out to find solutions of Hspxq “ 0 in a cylinder around the
line segment

xs
def“ Ex̂s

def“ Erp1 ´ sqx̂0 ` sx̂1s,
which consists of elements with at most K nonzero modes. For later use we
introduce

x�
def“ x1 ´ x0.

We note that the only equations that depend explicitly on s are the contin-
uation equation G@

s “ 0 and the phase condition GK
s “ 0. Furthermore, it

follows directly from their definitions in (2.19) and (2.18) that

G@
s pxsq “ 0 and GK

s pxsq “ 0 for all s P r0, 1s.
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To define the interpolated fixed point operator, we start by introducing
the operators A:

0, A:
1, A0 and A1, which are defined as in (2.42) and (2.43),

with H replaced by H0 and H1 and x̂ by x̂0 and x̂1, respectively:

A:
0x “ EDĤ0px̂0q⇧Kx ´ iKIKx,

A:
1y “ EDĤ1px̂1q⇧Kx ´ iKIKx,

A0x “ EÂ0 ⇧Kx ´ iK´1IKx,

A1x “ EÂ1 ⇧Kx ´ iK´1IKx,

with Âs « pDHspx̂sqq´1 for s “ 0, 1. We define

A:
s

def“ p1 ´ sqA:
0 ` sA:

1 and As
def“ p1 ´ sqA0 ` sA1,

as well as
A:

�
def“ A:

1 ´ A:
0, and A�

def“ A1 ´ A0.

Remark 2.8.5. Both A:
� and A� have just a finite nontrivial part since the

tails vanish, e.g.
A�x “ EpÂ1 ´ Â0q⇧Kx.

With Ts defined in (3.19), we now derive explicit bounds Y and Z satis-
fying (2.30) and (2.46) in Sections 2.8.3 and 2.8.4, respectively.

2.8.3 The Y bound

We are looking for bounds Y P RN`M that satisfies

Yn • max
sPr0,1s

}rAsHspxsqsn}, for n “ 1, . . . , M ` N.

Since xs has at most K non-zero modes, we argue as in Section 2.6.2 to
conclude that AsHspxsq has at most K|D| non-zero modes for all s P r0, 1s.

Remark 2.8.6. Indicating the explicit dependence of a function Pspxq on s
by subscript s, we denote by BsPs the partial derivative with respect to s, by
DPs the derivative with respect to x, and by DsPs the total derivative

DsPspxsq “ BsPspxsq ` DP pxsqx�.

By applying Lemma 2.8.1 for n “ 1, . . . , M and Lemma 2.8.2 for n “
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M ` 1, . . . , M ` N it follows that

max
sPr0,1s

}rAsHspxsqsn} § 1

8

›››› max
sPr0,1s

|rDsDspAsHspxsqqsn|
››››

loooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooon
Y�,n

` }max t| pA0H0px̂0qqn |, | pA1H1px̂1qqn |u}loooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooon
Y0,n

.

(2.59)

The second part of the righthand side in (4.68) is very similar to the
computations already presented in the single orbit scenario in Section 2.6.2,
modulo the maximum and the absolute values (elementwise for n “ M `
1, . . . , M ` N). Indeed, the interval arithmetic computation of

Y0,n “ }max t| pA0H0px̂0qqn |, | pA1H1px̂1qqn |u}

takes a finite number of operations.
Concerning the first term in the righthand side of (4.68) we start by

noting that the simple (linear) explicit dependence of Hs on s implies that

BsHspxq “ H�pxq def“

¨

˚̊
˝

G@
1 pxq ´ G@

0 pxq
GK

1 pxq ´ GK
0 pxq

0
0

˛

‹‹‚.

We then expand

DsDspAsHspxsqq “ 2A�DHpxsqx� ` AsDDHpxsqx�x� (2.60)
` 2A�H�pxsq ` 2AsDH�pxsqx�, (2.61)

where we have used that As is linear in s. Since both xs and x� have at
most K nonzero modes, both DHpxsqx� and DDHpxsqx�x� have at most
K|D| nonzero modes. Since A� has a non-vanishing finite part only, and
As is diagonal, the righthand side of (2.60) also has at most K|D| nonzero
modes. To compute, we replace xs “ p�s, vsq by an interval-valued variable
Ix̂s “ pI�

1 , . . . , I�
M , Iv

1 , . . . , Iv
N q, where

I�
j “ rmintp�̂0qj , p�̂1qju,maxtp�̂0qj , p�̂1qjus, (2.62)

pIv
i qk “ rmintppv̂0qiqk, ppv̂1qiqku,maxtppv̂0qiqk, ppv̂1qiqkus, (2.63)

for |k| § K, whereas pIv
i qk “ 0 for |k| ° K. In a similar way we replace

each element of the finite part p1´ sqÂ0 ` sÂ1 of As by an interval with the
relevant elements of Â0 and Â1 as its endpoints. We note that the tail of As
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does not depend on s. The resulting operator, consisting of a finite matrix of
intervals and diagonal tails given by iK´1IK , is denoted by As. The terms
in (2.61) can be dealt with analogously. We conclude that it takes a finite
interval arithmetic computation to enclose all non-vanishing components of

Yn
def“ r2A�DHpIx̂sqx�sn ` rAsDDHpIx̂sqx�x�sn

` r2A�H�pIx̂sqsn ` r2AsDH�pIx̂sqx�sn,

for n “ 1, . . . , M ` N . We then set

Y�,n “ Ò max
sPr0,1s

}Yn},

where the Ò denotes taking the maximum of the interval which results from
the interval arithmetic computation. We will take similar maxima of inter-
vals which result from interval arithmetic computations throughout without
expression this in the notation.

2.8.4 The Zprq bound
The Zprq bounds consist of bounds on the derivative of the operator Ts in a
ball of radius r, uniform for s P r0, 1s. More precisely, the Znprq component
of the radii polynomial is a bound on

max
sPr0,1s

sup
b,cPBrp0qÄX

}rDTspxs ` bqcsn} “ sup
s,b,c

}rpI ´ AsDHspxs ` bqqcsn}.

We perform the same splitting as in Section 2.6:

sup
s,b,c

}rpI ´ AsDHspxs ` bqq csn} § sup
s,b,c

}rpI ´ AsA
:
sqcsn}

loooooooooooomoooooooooooon
§Z0nr

(2.64)

` sup
s,b,c

}
“
AsrA:

s ´ DHspxsqsc
‰
n

}
loooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooon

§Z1nr

` sup
s,b,c

} rAsrDHspxsq ´ DHspxs ` bqscsn }
loooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooon

§Z2nprq

.

Each of these three bounds will be considered separately.

The Z0 bound

Rescaling c Ñ cr we set out to estimate

sup
sPr0,1s

sup
cPB1p0q

}rpI ´ AsA
:
sqcsn}r.
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We apply Lemma 2.5.2 to obtain the estimate

sup
cPB1p0q

}rpI ´ AsA
:
sqcsn} §

M`Nÿ

m“1

}pI ´ AsA
:
sqnm},

where the norm on the lefthand side is in Xn, while the operator norm on
the right is in BpXm, Xnq. It follows from the definition of As and A:

s that

I ´ AsA
:
s “ Er⇧K ´ pp1´ sqDÂ0 ` sÂ1qpp1´ sqDĤ0px̂0q ` sDĤ1px̂1qq⇧Ks,

hence the operator is represented by a finite (s-dependent) matrix. Omitting
E and ⇧K from the notation, and setting Â:

s “ DĤspx̂sq for s “ 0, 1, we
write

I ´ AsA
:
s “ p1´ sqpÎ ´ Â0Â

:
0q ` spÎ ´ Â1Â

:
1q ´ sp1´ sqpÂ1 ´ Â0qpÂ:

1 ´ Â:
0q,

where Î is the identity matrix on CM`p2K`1qN . Next, we apply Lemma 2.8.1
for any n, m “ 1, . . . , M , Lemma 2.8.2 for n “ 1, . . . , M and m “ M `
1, . . . , M ` N , Lemma 2.8.3 for n “ M ` 1, . . . , M ` N and m “ 1, . . . , M ,
and Lemma 2.8.4 for n, m “ M ` 1, . . . , M ` N to obtain, uniformly for
s P r0, 1s,

}pI ´ AsA
:
sqnm} § 1

4

›››
ˇ̌
ˇ
`
pÂ1 ´ Â0qpÂ:

1 ´ Â:
0q

˘
nm

ˇ̌
ˇ
›››

`
›››max

!ˇ̌
ˇpI ´ Â0Â

:
0qnm

ˇ̌
ˇ ,

ˇ̌
ˇpI ´ Â1Â

:
1qnm

ˇ̌
ˇ
)››› . (2.65)

We recall that absolute values and the maximum are to be interpreted
elementwise. Since each of these is represented by a scalar, a finite vec-
tor or a matrix, the norms in the righthand side of (2.65) can be computed
explicitly (e.g. via (2.40) for the matrices).

The Z1 bound

We start the estimate analogously to Section 2.8.4, namely

max
sPr0,1s

sup
cPBrp0q

}rAspA:
s ´ DHspxsqqcsn} §

r
M`Nÿ

m“1

max
sPr0,1s

}pAsrA:
s ´ DHspxsqsqnm}.
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By applying Lemmas 2.8.1-2.8.4 (as in Section 2.8.4) we infer that

}pAsrA:
s ´ DHspxsqsqnm} § 1

8

›››› max
sPr0,1s

ˇ̌
DsDs

`
AspA:

s ´ DHspxsqq
˘
nm

ˇ̌››››

`
›››max

!ˇ̌`
A0pA:

0 ´ DH0px0qq
˘
nm

ˇ̌
,
ˇ̌`

A1pA:
1 ´ DH1px1qq

˘
nm

ˇ̌)››› ,

(2.66)

uniformly for s P r0, 1s.
With regard to the second term, we argue as in Section 2.6.3. For both

s “ 0 and s “ 1 the product �s
nm “

`
AspA:

s´DHspxsqq
˘
nm

has the following
properties. We have �s

nm “ 0 for n, m “ 1, . . . , M . Furthermore, �s
nm has

at most K|D| nonzero modes for n “ 1, . . . , M and m “ M ` 1, . . . , M ` N ,
as well as for n “ M ` 1, . . . , M ` N and m “ 1, . . . , M . Finally, for
n, m “ M ` 1, . . . , M ` N , based on Remark 2.6.3 we conclude that �s

nm is
of the form described in Lemma 2.5.1, with K1 “ K|D|, K2 “ Kp2|D| ´ 1q
and K3 “ Kp|D| ´ 1q and y˚ “ 1

K`1 | pfem
n´M px̂iq|. The operator �̃, consisting

of the elementwise maxima

�̃nm “ max
 

|p�0qnm|, |p�1qnm|
(
,

has these same properties, now with y˚ “ 1
K`1 maxt| pfem

n´M px̂0q|, | pfem
n´M px̂1q|u,

where also this maximum is to be interpreted elementwise. The norms }�̃nm}
for n, m “ 1, . . . , M ` N can thus be estimated explicitly by a direct com-
putation based on Lemmas 2.5.2 and 2.5.1.

Next we consider the first term in the righthand side of (2.66). We
expand

DsDs

`
AspA:

s ´ DHspxsqq
˘
nm

“ 2pA�A:
�qnm (2.67)

´ 2pA�BsDHspxsqx�qnm (2.68)
´ 2pA�DDHspxsqx�qnm (2.69)

´ pAsDDDHspxsqx�x�qnm. (2.70)

We start by considering each of the four terms separately and then we gather
them.

The first one (in (2.67)) has a finite part only, i.e. a vanishing tail, hence
it can be computed explicitly with interval arithmetic.

In the second one (i.e. (2.68)) the factor pBsDHspxsqx�qlm has non-
vanishing components only for l “ 1, 2 and these again have a finite part
only, hence they can be enclosed explicitly using interval arithmetic after
replacing xs by Ix̂s , see(2.62) and (2.63).
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In the third one (i.e. (2.69)) the factor pDDHspxsqx�qlm either has fi-
nite part only, which can be evaluated explicitly by replacing xs by intervals
Ix̂s , or is of convolution type and has bandwidth at most Kp|D| ´ 1q (for
l,m “ M ` 1, . . . M ` N). Since the factor pA�qnl has a non-vanishing
finite part only, whenever n “ 1, . . . , M or m “ 1, . . . , M the product
pA�DDHspxsqx�qnm has non-vanishing finite part only. Moreover, for
n, m “ M `1, . . . M `N arguments similar to the ones in Remark 2.6.3, but
now for Q1 with vanishing tail, imply that pA�DDHspxsqx�qnm is of the
form described in Lemma 2.5.1 with K1 “ Kp2|D| ´ 1q and K2 “ Kp|D|q
and y˚ “ 0.

Similar, but somewhat more involved, arguments apply to the fourth
term, i.e. (2.70). The first difference is that the finite part of As is s-
dependent, hence we replace it by the interval-valued operator As, see Sec-
tion 2.8.3. The second difference is that the tail of As does not vanish
but instead is given by iK´1IK . Hence Remark 2.6.3 now implies that for
n, m “ M ` 1, . . . , M ` N the product pAsDDDHspxsqx�x�qnm is of the
form described in Lemma 2.5.1 with K1 “ Kp2|D| ´ 1q and K2 “ Kp|D|q
and y˚ “ 1

K`1 |yrn,ms| for some yrn,ms P `1⌫ (depending on n and m) with
at most Kp|D| ´ 1q non-vanishing modes, which can be computed explicitly
using interval arithmetic, once again replacing xs by Ix̂s .

In summary, in view of the above arguments, it follows that

DsDs

`
AspA:

s ´ DHspxsqqq
˘
nm

has a non-vanishing finite part only whenever n “ 1, . . . , M or m “ 1, . . . M ,
whereas it is of the form described in Lemma 2.5.1 with K1 “ Kp2|D| ´ 1q
and K2 “ Kp|D|q and y˚ “ 1

K`1yrn,ms. We conclude that
›››› max
sPr0,1s

ˇ̌
DsDsp

`
AspA:

s ´ DHspxsqq
˘
nm

ˇ̌››››

can be bounded explicitly using a direct computation and applying Lemma 2.5.1.
This concludes the Z1 estimate.

The Z2 bound

We generalize the estimate from Section 2.6.3. We apply the mean value
theorem and the triangle inequality to estimate

max
sPr0,1s

sup
b,cPBrp0q

}pAs rDHspxsq ´ DHspxs ` bqs cqn} §

r2
M`Nÿ

m“1

„
max
sPr0,1s

}pAsqnm}
⇢«

max
sPr0,1s

sup
b̄,c̄PB1p0q

sup
zPBr˚ p0q

}pDDHspxs ` zqb̄c̄qm}
�

,
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for any r § r˚. To estimate }pAsqnm} uniformly in s P r0, 1s we simply use
the triangle inequality to obtain

}pAsqnm} § p1 ´ sq}pA0qnm} ` s}pA1qnm} “ maxt}pA0qnm}, }pA1qnm}u.

The factor }pDDHspxs ` zqb̄c̄qm} is estimated in the same way as in
Section 2.6.3. Introducing the notation x̂s “ pp�̂sqMj“1, pv̂sqNi“1q for s “ 0, 1,
the only changes are that the intervals r�̂j ´ r˚, �̂j ` r˚s get replaced by

”
min

!
p�̂0qj , p�̂1qj

)
´ r˚,max

!
p�̂0qj , p�̂1qj

)
` r˚

ı
,

while }v̂i}⌫ ` r˚ gets replaced by maxt}pv̂0qi}⌫ , }pv̂1qi}⌫u ` r˚.

2.8.5 Injectivity of As

The assumptions in Theorem 2.3.1 imply that

Znpprq † pr for n “ 1, . . . , M ` N. (2.71)

Here we prove that the construction for the bounds Znprq in Section 2.8.4,
when combined with (2.71), imply that As is injective for s P r0, 1s. Indeed,
by construction the splitting (2.64) implies that

Z0n † 1 for n “ 1, . . . , M ` N, (2.72)

is a necessary condition for (2.71) to hold. Furthermore, the bound (2.72)
implies that

sup
sPr0,1s

}I ´ AsA
:
s}BpX,Xq † 1,

with the norm (2.10) on X. This in itself only implies that As is surjective
for all s P r0, 1s. Next we use the block structure of As:

Asx “ E

´
Âs ⇧Kx

¯
´ iK´1⇧8

Kx, (2.73)

where Âs
def“ p1 ´ sqÂ0 ` sÂ1 is a square matrix of size M ` p2K ` 1qN . It

now follows from surjectivity of As that Âs is surjective for any s P r0, 1s.
Since Âs is finite dimensional, its surjectivity implies its injectivity, which
in turn implies that As is injective due to its block structure (2.73) and the
fact that K

´1 is injective on ⇧8
KX.

We conclude that negativity of the radii polynomials implies, for the
bounds construction in Section 2.8.4, that As is injective for all s P r0, 1s, so
that fixed points of Ts correspond to zeros of Hs.
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2.9 Computational aspects

In this section we highlight some algorithmic aspects of continuation. In
particular, we discuss how we vary the step size and the number of modes.

Within the framework of a standard predictor-corrector algorithm we
would like to choose near optimal step sizes, i.e., for a fixed number of modes
K we would like to curb computational cost by taking large steps while still
obtaining a rigorous validation. We use a heuristic that is similar to the
one introduced in [70]. Namely, we predict the size of a next successful
step based on an extrapolation of the estimates obtained in the previous
step. Such a prediction is feasible since we can analyze how the different
bounds depend on the (extrapolated) step size. To fix ideas, let � denote
the ratio between the hypothesized step size and the current step size �.
Then all bounds that essentially arise from the first term in the right hand
side of the interpolation estimate (2.8.1) are independent in �, whereas all
bounds that essentially arise from the second term in the right hand side
of (2.8.1) are quadratic in � to leading order. The Z2 bound is not based on
interpolation estimates and is independent of � to leading order. We may
thus interpret the radii polynomials pnprq as descending from an expression
p̃npr, �q through pnprq “ p̃npr, 1q, where p̃ is of the form

p̃npr, �q “ Ỹ0 ` pZ̃0 ` Z̃1 ´ 1qr ` Z̃2r
2 ` �2rỸ �

0 ` pZ̃�
0 ` Z̃�

1 qrs. (2.74)

When we have a successful validated continuation step, i.e., pnprq “ p̃npr,
1q † 0 for all n “ 1, . . . , M ` N , then we determine the (approximately)
largest � ° 1 for which we still have p̃nppr, �q † 0 for all n “ 1, . . . , M ` N ,
where pr “ rmin`rmax

2 . We then update the stepsize according to the rule

�new “ min

ˆ
0.95 ` �

2
�old, 1.2

˙
.

This is somewhat on the safe side, as it stabilizes at � “ 1.05, i.e., it has a
margin of roughly 5%, since we prefer to avoid failing steps. Furthermore,
the stepsize is never increased by more than 20% at any step, thus avoiding
risky increases.

While following a curve of periodic solutions, it may happen that the
number of modes initially chosen for the validation is no longer suitable. If
that happens, we want to increase or decrease the number of modes suitably.
We use the following heuristic, settled on after limited experimentation, for
the number of modes we require. Let K✏ § K be the smallest positive integer
such that

∞N
i“1 }pv̂iqk} † ✏ for all |k| • K✏ (in the code we chose ✏ “ 10´14).

Roughly speaking, we aim for one quarter of the modes to be smaller than
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✏, i.e., K « 4
3K✏. For small K this has to be adjusted slightly. In particular,

we change the number of modes. To be precise, we set

Kref
✏ “

#
K ´ 5 if K † 20
3
4K if K • 20

and we adapt the number of modes K whenever |K✏´Kref
✏

Kref
✏

| ° 1
10 . In such a

situation, we update Knew “ Kold ` �K, where

�K “
#

K✏ ´ Kref
✏ if

ˇ̌
ˇK✏´Kref

✏

Kref
✏

ˇ̌
ˇ ° 1

10

0 otherwise.
(2.75)

In order for subsequent steps in the continuation to “glue” together, see
Remark 2.3.5, we go about changing the number of modes in the continuation
algorithm as follows. At the end of a continuation step, we turn the endpoint
of the previous step into the starting point x̂0 of the next step. For this point
we compute �K.

If �K ° 0 then we increase K to Knew ° Kold and we pad x̂0 with zeros,
i.e., we replace x̂0 by ⇧KnewEx̂0. Analogously, we pad q̂0 and 9̂x0, which are
used in the phase condition and continuation equation.

If �K ° 0 then we do not decrease K “ Kold yet, and we do not change
x̂0, but we choose x̂1 P ⇧KnewX with Knew “ Kold ` �K † Kold, and
similarly for q̂1 and 9̂x1. Then at the next step of the continuation we replace
K by Knew.

In both cases, the step where the end points have a non-matching number
of nontrivial modes is somewhat suboptimal from the point of view of the
estimates, hence we decrease the step size by 10% when the number of modes
increases.

In addition to adapting the number of modes as described above, we also
increase K by two modes whenever

1 ´ pZ̃0 ` Z̃1q †
b

�2 ` 4Ỹ0Z̃2 , (2.76)

where the threshold � is set at �0 “ 0.1, and we never decrease the number
of modes (even when suggested by (2.75)) if inequality (2.76) is violated for
� “ �1 “ 0.2. To evaluate (2.76) we consider the parts of the continuation
bounds that are independent of the step size, see (2.74).
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2.10 Examples: continuous branches of solu-

tions

To demonstrate the efficacy of the rigorous continuation method we present
several examples. We first perform continuation in the van der Pol sys-
tem (2.52) for 10´4 § µ § 4, effectively turning the pointwise diagram in
Figure 2.4 into a proven smooth curve of solutions. In Figure 2.9 we depict
the step size versus µ. The step size starts small for small µ and increases
sharply at the beginning of the validation, but soon it plateaus and then
decreases gradually until it suddenly drops sharply. This drop indicates a
breakdown of the algorithm, which turns out to be due to Matlab providing
a very inaccurate approximate inverse Â of DĤpx̂q. Indeed, the bound Z0

becomes of order 1. On the one hand, this points to an inherent drawback
of the radii polynomial approach, as obtaining a reasonably accurate numer-
ical inverse of the Jacobian is a prerequisite. On the other hand, we could
continue rigorous validation further along the branch by either tweaking the
code to “trick” Matlab into providing a better inverse, or by forcing a better
numerical inverse by computing the inverse using Intlab. The former is not
very robust, while the latter is robust but has high computational cost. We
note that single orbit validation at the same parameter value, see Figure 2.4,
succeeds since the numerical approximate solution there has a different phase
shift. Apparently, this leads to Jacobian (in which the coefficients are cor-
respondingly rotated in the complex plane) for which Matlab is able to find
a good numerical inverse. We did not investigate this implementation issue
further.

The second example is a continuation in the Lorenz systems (2.55) with
� “ 10, � “ 8{3 and ⇢ varying. A branch of solutions is depicted in Fig-
ure 2.10. To illustrate the general applicability, we also couple 10 Lorenz
systems (N “ 30) in the following way

$
’&

’%

9xi “ �pyi ´ xiq,
9yi “ xip⇢ ` i✏ ´ ziq ´ yi´1, for i “ 1, . . . , 10,

9zi “ xiyi ´ �zi,

(2.77)

where in this case ⇢ “ 28 and the new parameter ✏ is varying. Of course
continuation is more time and memory consuming in this case. We depict a
short continuation in Figure 2.11.

Our final example is the Rychkov system [55]
#

9u1 “ u2 ´ u5
1 ` u3

1 ´ µu1,

9u2 “ ´u1,
(2.78)
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Figure 2.9: Step size versus µ. Some oscillation is noticeable in the step
size. This is due to the fact that the stepsize is decreased when the number
of modes is changed, see Section 2.9. During this validation, the number of
modes has been increased automatically from 4 to about 400.

which is of order 5. In [22] the proof of the existence of a saddle node bifurca-
tion was presented, for a parameter value µ˚ in the interval r0.224, 0.2249654s.
The code has no problem in following the periodic orbit through the fold.
The norm of validated solution branch can be seen in Figure 2.12. A
computer-assisted proof of the fact that exactly one saddle-node bifurcation
occurs along this branch is one of the topics of the forthcoming paper [66].
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Figure 2.10: Validated continuation for the Lorenz system (2.55) from ⇢ “ 28
to ⇢ “ 15.5 In the left graph, the lower orbit still has two distinct swirls in
the left lobe, but they are too close to each other to be seen in this graph.
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Figure 2.11: Validated continuation for 10 coupled Lorenz systems (2.77)
from ✏ “ 0.14205 to ✏ “ 0.14252. In the left graph we have depicted in blue
the orbit of the first three component, in green the orbit of the last three
component, with the biggest validated ✏, in the right graph we depicted the
values of ✏, where we can notice the adaptation of the stepsize.
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2.10. EXAMPLES: CONTINUOUS BRANCHES OF SOLUTIONS
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Figure 2.12: Continuation through the fold of the Rychkov system (2.78).
The validation started at the top, where a small initial stepsize was chosen.
One can see how the stepsize was automatically adjusted along the validated
curve and automatically decreased when a validation step failed. As can be
seen from the values along the horizontal axis, we only depict a validated
continuation for parameter values very close to saddle-node.
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